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Background: Cardiac magnetic resonance (MR) images are often collected with different imaging parameters, which may
impact the calculated values of myocardial radiomic features.
Purpose: To investigate the sensitivity of myocardial radiomic features to changes in imaging parameters in cardiac MR
images.
Study Type: Prospective.
Population: A total of 11 healthy participants/five patients.
Field Strength/ Sequence: A 3 T/cine balanced steady-state free-precession, T1-weighted spoiled gradient-echo, T2-
weighted turbo spin-echo, and quantitative T1 and T2 mapping. For each sequence, the flip angle, in-plane resolution, slice
thickness, and parallel imaging technique were varied to study the sensitivity of radiomic features to alterations in imaging
parameters.
Assessment: Myocardial contours were manually delineated by experienced readers, and a total of 1023 radiomic features
were extracted using PyRadiomics with 11 image filters and six feature families.
Statistical Tests: Sensitivity was defined as the standardized mean difference (D effect size), and the robust features were
defined at sensitivity < 0.2. Sensitivity analysis was performed on predefined sets of reproducible features. The analysis
was performed using the entire cohort of 16 subejcts.
Results: 64% of radiomic features were robust (sensitivity < 0.2) to changes in any imaging parameter. In qualitative
sequences, radiomic features were most sensitive to changes in in-plane spatial resolution (spatial resolution: 0.6 vs. flip
angle: 0.19, parallel imaging: 0.18, slice thickness: 0.07; P < 0.01 for all); in quantitative sequences, radiomic features were
least sensitive to changes in spatial resolution (spatial resolution: 0.07 vs. slice thickness: 0.16, flip angle: 0.24; P < 0.01 for
all). In an individual feature level, no singular feature family/image filter was identified as robust (sensitivity < 0.2) across
sequences; however, highly sensitive features were predominantly associated with high-frequency wavelet filters across all
sequences (32/50 features).
Data Conclusion: In cardiac MR, a considerable number of radiomic features are sensitive to changes in sequence
parameters.
Evidence Level: 1
Technical Efficacy: Stage 1
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There has been exponential growth in the application of
radiomics image analysis to various imaging applications.1

In radiomics, a large set of quantitative imaging markers are
calculated from images.2 Subsequently, imaging markers with

diagnosic or prognostic information are extracted using avail-
able feature selection and classification algorithms.3-6 Radio-
mic analysis was initially introduced and applied to images
collected using computed tomography (CT). However, in
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recent years, radiomics has been extensively applied to mag-
netic resonance (MR) images including cardiac MR, and the
myocardial radiomic features show promise as novel imaging
markers in cardiovasdcular disease.7-14 For example, the
GrayLevelNonUniformity feature from T2 maps and the
histogram feature T2 kurtosis demonstrated diagnostic
values in myocarditis with acute and chronic symptoms of
heart failure.9 In another study, run-length matrix, short-
run, high gray-level emphasis, and local binary pattern
(LBP) features provided incremental values in discrimi-
nating between hypertensive heart disease and hypertro-
phic cardiomyopathy.14

While the imaging voxel in CT is related to the
Hounsfield unit, MR voxel signal values are arbitrary, raising
questions on the generalizability of analysis. In addition,
MR images are often collected using different imaging
parameters (slice thickness, flip angle, etc.), which may
impact the calculated values of radiomic features. Therefore,
it is crucial to evaluate the sensitivity of radiomic features in
order to reliably apply radiomics as a decision-making tool
in patient care.

Although a number of studies have reported on the
repeatability and reproducibility of radiomic features, mostly
in positron emission tomography and CT, no consensus has
been found regarding the most repeatable and reproducible
features in different settings.3,15-17 Radiomic features are sen-
sitive to technical imaging parameters in CT; a recent study
demonstrated that only 11% of radiomic features are deemed
reproducible in any variation of technical parameters, includ-
ing dose-level setting, reconstruction section thickness, recon-
struction kernels, and reconstruction algorithms.18 A previous
work on repeatability of radiomic features in multi-
parametric MRI images assesses the sensitivity of radiomic
features to processing parameters, including image normali-
zation, two-/three-dimensional (2D/3D) texture computa-
tion, discretization with different bin widths, and image
prefiltering, highlighting the importance of reporting all
processing details in radiomics studies.19 However, there are
only a limited number of studies reporting sensitivity to
image acquisition variabilities in MRI.20,21

MRI parameters such as flip angle and repetition time
impact image contrast and signal-to-noise ratios. In addition,
vendors use different image reconstruction algorithms with
varying, often unknown, processing parameters. Therefore,
even with similar image acquisition parameters, the recon-
struction algorithm will impact image quality.22 While there
are recommended imaging parameters for different imaging
sequences in cardiac MR, small variations in imaging parame-
ters are inevitable. For example, the slice thickness of cardiac
cine images, the most widely used cardiac MR sequence, var-
ies between 6 mm and 8 mm, with 2 – 4 mm interslice
gaps.23 Imaging parameters are also modified per scan
depending on patient characteristics such as anatomy, heart

rate, and specific absorption rate. These variations could
potentially impact quantitative radiomic imaging features and
should be investigated.

This work aimed to investigate the sensitivity of radio-
mic features to expected variations in imaging parameters and
reconstruction algorithms for different cardiac MR sequences.

Materials and Methods
Image processing and image biomarker extraction processes were
reported according to the image biomarker standardization initiative
reporting guidelines as presented in the Supplementary Material
Table S1.24 The data sets have been publicily shared on Harvard
Dataverse for future benchmarking purposes of other groups
(https://doi.org/10.7910/DVN/EN3Q6I). The imaging protocol
was approved by the institutional review board, and written
informed consent was obtained from each participant before
scanning.

The sensitivity of radiomic features to variations in imaging
parameters and reconstruction techniques was studied. Imaging was
performed on a 3-T Vida (Siemens Healthineer, Erlangen, Ger-
many) MRI system using an 18-channel body coil. Figure 1 shows
the imaging protocol, which included cine, myocardial native T1

mapping, myocardial T2 mapping, T1-weighted, and T2-weighted
sequences. All imaging was performed on a single mid-ventricular
slice. Imaging parameters for each sequence are summarized in
Table 1.

Cine was acquired using 2D balanced steady-state free-precession
(bSSFP) imaging using the following imaging parameters: repetition time
(TR)/echo time (TE) = 3.12/1.41 msec, flip angle = 40�, spatial
resolution = 0.9 × 0.9 mm2, slice thickness, 8 mm, slice spacing =
16 mm, k-space profile ordering = linear, and parallel imaging/factor =
generalized autocalibrating partial parallel acquisition (GRAPPA)/2. Myo-
cardial native T1 mapping was acquired using modified look-locker inver-
sion recovery 5s(3s)3s sequence with 2D bSSFP imaging readout and the
following imaging parameters: TR/TE = 2.47/1.02 msec, flip
angle = 35�, spatial resolution = 1.7 × 1.7 mm2, slice thickness = 8 mm,
k-space profile ordering = linear, and parallel imaging/factor = GRAPPA/
2. T2 mapping was acquired using 2D spoiled gradient-echo imaging
sequence with the following imaging parameters: TR/TE = 3.09/
1.3 msec, flip angle = 12�, spatial resolution = 1.7 × 1.7 mm2, slice
thickness = 8 mm, k-space profile ordering = centric, and parallel imag-
ing/factor = GRAPPA/2. T1-weighted imaging was performed using 2D
spoiled gradient-echo imaging sequence with the following imaging
parameters: TR/TE = 4.57/2.46 msec, flip angle = 15�, spatial res-
olution = 0.5 × 0.5 mm2, slice thickness = 8 mm, slice spacing =
16 mm, and parallel imaging/factor = GRAPPA/2.

T2-weighted imaging was performed using 2D turbo spin-
echo sequence with the following imaging parameters: TR/
TE = 718/50 msec, echo train length = 177, flip angle = 180�, spa-
tial resolution = 1.4 × 1.4 mm2, slice thickness = 8 mm, slice
spacing = 16 mm, and parallal imaging/factor = GRAPPA/2. All
images were electrocardiogram-gated and collected during breath
holding.

The data were subsequently collected with modified imaging
parameters. Imaging parameters (Fig. 1(a); Table 1) were modified
by changing 1) flip angle, 2) in-plane spatial resolution, 3) slice
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thickness, and 4) parallel imaging technique: GRAPPA vs. modified
sensitivity encoding (mSENSE). In summary, 35 data sets were col-
lected from each subjects: eight cine (one baseline, two flip angle,
two in-plane, two slice thickness, one parallel imaging technique),
seven T1-weighted images (one baseline, one flip angle, two in-plane
spatial resolution, two slice thickness, one parallel imaging tech-
nique), six T2-weighted images (one baseline, two flip angle, one
in-plane spatial resolution, one slice thickness, and one parallel imag-
ing technique), seven T1 maps (one baseline, two flip angle, two
in-plane spatial resolution, two slice thickness), and seven T2 maps
(one baseline, two flip angle, two in-plane spatial resolution, two
slice thickness).

Endocardial and epicardial contours were manually delin-
eated by experienced readers to segment the region of interest for
radiomics analysis. Healthy subject data were contoured by JM
with 6 years of experience in cardiac MR on Circle CVI42 (Circle
Cardiovascular Imaging, Calgary, Canada). The patient data were

contoured by HE with 6 years of experience in cardiac MR on
MATLAB (MathWorks, Natick, Massachusetts, USA). Prior to
feature extraction, image processing including interpolation of
images to spatial resolution of 1.0 × 1.0 mm2 and re-segmentation
of pixel intensities for each sequence was performed
(Supplementary Material Table S1). A total of 1023 radiomic fea-
tures were extracted using PyRadiomics25 with 11 image filters and
six feature families (Fig. 1(b)). Image filters were applied to the
original image to represent spatial information of the image. The
original image was used without applying image filters (“original”)
and 10 image filters of the wavelet filter in the horizontal and verti-
cal directions using low/high-pass filters (“wavelet-LL,” “wavelet-
LH,” “wavelet-HL,” and “wavelet-HH”), square of image intensities
(“square”), squareroot of absolute image intensities (“squareroot”),
logarithm of absolute image intensities (“logarithm”), exponential of
the absolute image intensisites (“exponential”), the magnitude of the
local gradient of image (“gradient”), and “LBP”. The intensity-base

FIGURE 1: Imaging parameter protocol and radiomic feature extraction used in this study. (a) Imaging parameters were modified
from the clinical sequences with variations in 1) flip angle (low, mid, and high flip angles); 2) in-plane spatial resolution (low, mid, and
high in-plane spatial resolution); 3) slice thickness (6, 8, and 10 mm); and 4) parallel imaging technique (GRAPPA vs. mSENSE). (b)
Cardiac MR images with and without application of image filters were used to extract 1023 features from six feature families. GLDM,
gray-level dependence matrix; GLSZM, gray level size zone matrix; NGTDM, neighboring gray tone difference matrix; GLRLM, gray-
level run-length matrix; GLCM, gray-level co-occurrence matrix.
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statistics (“firstorder”), gray-level dependence matrix (“GLDM”),
gray-level size-zone matrix (“GLSZM”), neighboring gray-tone
difference matrix (“NGTDM”), gray-level run-length matrix
(“GLRLM”), and gray-level co-occurrence matrix (“GLCM”) were
extracted.

The sensitivity of radiomic features to variations in imaging
parameters was defined as the standardized mean difference (Cohen’s
D effect size index)26 as follows:

d f ,p =
μf ,p,sub−μf ,baseline,sub

σpooled
ð1Þ

σpooled =

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
σf ,p,sub2 + σf ,baseline,sub2

2

r
ð2Þ

where μf, p, sub was the mean of feature f in parameter p across all
subjects, μf, baseline, sub was the mean of feature f in the baseline
parameter across subjects, σf, p, sub was the standard deviation of fea-
ture f in parameter p across subjects, and σf, baseline, sub was the stan-
dard deviation of feature f in the baseline parameter across subjects.

In this study, the variability in the feature value due to chan-
ged parameter was considered “robust” up to a sensitivity of 0.2, as
defined as a “small” effect size.26 If the mean difference between the

TABLE 1. Imaging Protocol in Each Experiment With Varying Imaging Parameters Summarized for Each Sequence

Baseline FA1 FA2 Res1 Res2 ST1 ST2 PI

Cine

FA (deg) 40 48 53 - - - - -

Res (mm2) 0.9 × 0.9 - - 0.8 × 0.8 1.4 × 1.4 - - -

ST (mm) 8 - - - - 6 10 -

PI GRAPPA - - - - - - mSENSE

T1-weighted image

FA (deg) 15 20 N/A - - - - -

Res (mm2) 0.5 × 0.5 - N/A 0.7 × 0.7 1.0 × 1.0 - - -

ST (mm) 8 - N/A - - 6 10 -

PI GRAPPA - N/A - - - - mSENSE

T1 map

FA (deg) 35 45 55 - - - - N/A

Res (mm2) 1.7 × 1.7 - - 1.4 × 1.4 2.0 × 2.0 - - N/A

ST (mm) 8 - - - - 6 10 N/A

PI GRAPPA - - - - - - N/A

T2-weighted image

FA (deg) 180 170 160 N/A - N/A - -

Res (mm2) 1.4 × 1.4 - - N/A 1.9 × 1.9 N/A - -

ST (mm) 8 - - N/A - N/A 10 -

PI GRAPPA - - N/A - N/A - mSENSE

T2 map

FA (deg) 12 16 20 - - - - N/A

Res (mm2) 1.7 × 1.7 - - 1.4 × 1.4 2.0 × 2.0 - - N/A

ST (mm) 8 - - - - 6 10 N/A

PI GRAPPA - - - - - - N/A

A cell with “-” represents identical to that of the baseline parameter.
FA = flip angle; Res = in-plane resolution; ST = slice thickness; PI = parallel imaging; GRAPPA = generalized autocalibrating partial par-
allel acquisition.
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baseline and parameter-varied group was smaller than 0.2 standard
deviations, the difference was considered trivial. The sensitivity anal-
ysis was performed on a set of predefined reproducible features,
which demonstrated intraclass correlation coefficient (ICC) ≥ 0.8 in
the in vivo test/retest study.27 For each sequence, 102, 295,
82, 341, and 356 reproducible features were identified in cine, T1-
weighted, T2-weighted, T1 map, and T2 map, respectively. The full
list of reproducible features is shown in Supplementary Material
Table S2. The level of sensitivity difference between each experiment
was statistically compared using a Wilcoxon signed rank test, and
the statistical significance was considered at P < 0.05. All statistical
analyses were performed in Python.

Results
A total of 11 healthy participants (33 � 16 years; 6 men) with
no cardiovacular disease and five patients (52 � 16 years;
4 men) who were referred for clinical cardiac MR examination
underwent a cardiac MR exam of 30 minutes. One patient
was referred for evaluation of left ventricular function, two for
valvular disease, and two for evaluation of myocarditis. Demo-
graphics, clinical indications, and diagnosis of patients are pres-
ented in the Supplementary Material Table S3. Example
images of all sequences with varying imaging parameters in one
patient are shown in the Supplementary Material Fig. S1.

TABLE 2. The Mean and Standard Deviation of the Sensitivity Averaged Across All Features and Subjects, Varying
Imaging Parameters and Sequences. The Number of Robust Features (Sensitivity < 0.2) and the Number of
Predefined Reproducible Features Are Shown Along With the Most Robust Image Filters and Feature Families

Mean Std #Sens < 0.2 Image Filter Feature Family

a. Cine

FA 0.10 0.07 97/102 Squareroot (n=9; 0.05 � 0.03) GLSZM (n=22; 0.08 � 0.05)

Res 0.18 0.17 70/102 Squareroot (n=9; 0.05 � 0.03) Firstorder (n=12; 0.04 � 0.06)

ST 0.07 0.07 94/102 LBP-2D (n=10; 0.02 � 0.02) Firstorder (n=12; 0.01 � 0.0)

PI 0.12 0.12 85/102 LBP-2D (n=10; 0.02 � 0.02) Firstorder (n=12; 0.02 � 0.01)

b. T1-weighted

FA 0.41 0.20 56/295 LBP-2D (n=11; 0.09 � 0.06) GLRLM (n=52; 0.35 � 0.22)

Res 1.34 1.04 40/295 Wavelet-LL (n=17; 0.22 � 0.22) Firstorder (n=43; 0.75 � 0.73)

ST 0.06 0.05 292/295 Exponential (n=2; 0.02 � 0.01) GLCM (n=91; 0.04 � 0.03)

PI 0.31 0.20 98/295 LBP-2D (n=11; 0.07 � 0.11) NGTDM (n=19; 0.28 � 0.19)

c. T2-weighted

FA 0.08 0.07 76/82 Gradient (n=4; 0.0 � 0.0) Firstorder (n=21; 0.06 � 0.05)

Res 0.29 0.33 46/82 Wavelet-LL (n=11; 0.09 � 0.07) Firstorder (n=21; 0.18 � 0.11)

ST 0.09 0.08 72/82 Wavelet-HH (n=1; 0.02 � 0.0) GLDM (n=11; 0.07 � 0.06)

PI 0.10 0.07 72/82 LBP-2D (n=9; 0.04 � 0.04) NGTDM (n=6; 0.06 � 0.04)

d. T1 Map

FA 0.29 0.15 98/341 LBP-2D (n=11; 0.16 � 0.11) GLSZM (n=53; 0.23 � 0.1)

Res 0.07 0.06 328/341 Exponential (n=8; 0.04 � 0.03) NGTDM (n=13; 0.05 � 0.03)

ST 0.11 0.08 284/341 Gradient (n=63; 0.06 � 0.05) GLCM (n=74; 0.08 � 0.08)

e. T2 Map

FA 0.19 0.14 222/356 LBP-2D (n=9; 0.06 � 0.05) NGTDM (n=9; 0.07 � 0.05)

Res 0.06 0.09 337/356 Square (n=37; 0.03 � 0.03) GLCM (n=81; 0.03 � 0.04)

ST 0.22 0.15 189/356 LBP-2D (n=9; 0.07 � 0.04) NGTDM (n=9; 0.12 � 0.04)

Sens = sensitivity; FA = flip angle; Res = in-plane resolution; ST = slice thickness; PI = parallel imaging; GLDM = gray-level dependence
matrix; GLSZM = gray-level size zone matrix; NGTDM = neighboring gray tone difference matrix; GLRLM = gray-level run-length
matrix; GLCM = gray-level co-occurrence matrix; LBP = local binary pattern.
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The sensitivity, the standardized mean difference, of dif-
ferent sequences to variations in flip angle, in-plane spatial
resolution, slice thickness, and parallel imaging techniques are
shown in Table 2 and averaged across all radiomic features
(Fig. 2). Overall, 2556 out of 4007 (64%) radiomic features
had sensitivity of < 0.2 to changes in any imaging parameter.

There were differences in sensitivity patterns in each
imaging sequence (Fig. 3 and Table 2). Differences in sensi-
tivity patterns were greatest between qualitative (cine, T1-

weighted, and T2-weighted) and quantitative (T1 and T2

mapping) imaging sequences. Qualitative imaging sequences
were most sensitive to variations in spatial resolution (sensitiv-
ity, spatial resolution: 0.6 � 0.64 vs. flip angle: 0.19 � 0.18
(P < 0.001 for cine, T1-weighted, and T2-weighted), parallal
imaging: 0.18 � 0.12 (P = 0.0087 for cine, P < 0.001 for
T1-weighted, and T2-weighted), and slice thickness:
0.07 � 0.02 (P < 0.001 for cine, T1-weighted, and T2-
weighted), while quantitative parametric mapping sequences
were least sensitive to changes in spatial resolution (sensitivity,
spatial resolution: 0.07 � 0.01 vs. slice thickness:
0.16 � 0.08 (P < 0.001 for T1 and T2 mapping), and flip
angle: 0.24 � 0.07 (P < 0.001 for T1 and T2 mapping).

Each sequence also demonstrated different levels of sen-
sitivity. Among qualitative imaging sequences, T1-weighted
images showed the highest level of sensitivity (least robust)
across all imaging parameters (0.53 � 0.56) followed by T2-
weighted images (0.14 � 0.10) and cine (0.12 � 0.05).
Among quantitative imaging sequences, T2 mapping showed
higher sensitivity across all imaging parameters (0.22 � 0.08)
compared to T1 mapping (0.16 � 0.11). Each sequence dem-
onstrated different sensitivity patterns with different robust
image filters and feature families.

In an individual feature level, each sequence demon-
strated a different set of robust features. The top 10 most
robust features (lowest sensitivity across all experiments) to
any change in imaging parameters were GLRLM run-length
nonuniformity and first-order energy and total energy features

FIGURE 2: Mean sensitivity across all radiomic features
summarized for each imaging parameter and sequence.
Sensitivity is defined as the standardized mean difference and
shown with 95% confidence interval represented as error bars.
The red dashed line represents the threshold for robust
features, defined as sensitivity <0.2. FA, flip angle; Res, in-plane
resolution; ST, slice thickness; PI, parallel imaging.

FIGURE 3: Sensitivity results summarized for all image filters and feature families. Sensitivity analyses were performed on a
predefined set of reproducible features, where the empty rows represents nonreproducible features (ICC ≥ 0.8 in the in vivo test/
retest study). Robust features were defined at sensitivity < 0.2. FA, flip angle; Res, in-plane resolution; ST, slice thickness; PI, parallel
imaging.
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in cine; first-order energy/total energy, gray-level non-
uniformity, and wavelet-LL features in T1-weighted images;
and variance and gray-level nonuniformity features in T2-
weighted images (Supplementary Material Table S4). In para-
metric mapping sequences, the top 10 most robust features
were GLSZM and gray-level nonuniformity features in T1

mapping and first-order energy features in T2 mapping
(Supplementary Material Table S4).

Sensitive features were predominantly associated with
application of wavelet filters in high frequency to one or both
dimensions in the image (wavelet-LH, wavelet-HL, and
wavelet-HH) in all sequences. Out of the top 10 most sensitive
features (highest sensitivity across all changes to imaging param-
eters) in five sequences, 32 features were associated with high-
frequency wavelet filters. The list of the top 10 most sensitive
features are reported in Supplementary Material Table S5.

Discussion
Imaging parameter modifications in MRI is inevitable
between patients. Therefore, understanding the sensitivity of
radiomic features to imaging parameters is an essential step
toward adoption of radiomics analysis in radiology. This
study reports the sensitivity of radiomic features to varying
imaging parameters in standard clinical cardiac MRI
sequences. The sensitivity analysis of radiomic features with
respect to varying imaging parameters including flip angle, in-
plane spatial resolution, slice thickness, and parallel imaging
technique was performed. The results demonstrated that
2556/4007 (64%) of myocardial radiomic features were
robust (sensitivity < 0.2) to any changes in typically observed
imaging parameters in healthy participants and patients. Con-
sequently, modifications to an imaging parameter may impact
radiomics analysis in a set of features.

The study showed differences in sensitivity patterns
between qualitative and quantitative imaging sequences.
Qualitative imaging sequences such as cine, T1-weighted, and
T2-weighted images were most sensitive to changes in in-
plane spatial resolution, while quantitative T1 and T2 map-
ping sequences were least sensitive to changes in spatial reso-
lution. The impact of the imaging flip angle to the
disturbance of magnetization recovery and to quantification
of T1 and T2 time are well studied28 and may have a higher
impact on radiomic features in quantitative mapping
sequences. In an individual feature level, highly sensitive
radiomic features were predominantly associated with applica-
tion of a high-frequency wavelet filter. High-frequency com-
ponents in the wavelet filter amplify sharp and noisy
structures in the image, hence making it more sensitive to
changes in imaging parameters.

This study provides an inital benchmark for the
expected mean value changes relative to standard deviation
when modifying imaging parameters. Although most of

the presented radiomic features are robust to changes in
imaging parameters, some sequences are more sensitive to
changes in specific imaging parameters. Therefore, care
should be taken when performing radiomics analysis on a
set of data sets acquired with different imaging parameters,
particularly with more sensitive imaging parameters (eg,
changing in-plane spatial resolution in cine, T1- and T2-
weighted images, or changes in flip angle in T1 and T2

mapping sequences). Also, the application of the high-
frequency component in the wavelet filter should be inter-
preted with caution as it is associated with highly sensitive
radiomic features when changing imaging parameters. This
study highlights the importance of reporting all details in
imaging parameters to implement robust radiomics
research.

Limitations
This study was a single-center study on a very small cohort of
healthy participants and patients. We did not present sub-
group analysis in healthy participants and patients due to 1)
limited number of subjects and 2) heterogeneous patient pop-
ulation. All data were collected using a single 3-T MRI scan-
ner from one vendor. The sensitivity was used as a metric for
assessing how expected changes in imaging parameters could
impact radiomic features. Other metrics, such as coefficient
of variation, could have also been used. To assess sensitivity
to the reconstruction method, images reconstructed using
vendor-provided reconstruction techniques of GRAPPA and
mSENSE were used. These reconstruction techniques vary
across vendors and should be studied.

Conclusion
In cardiac MR, 64% of myocardial radiomic features were
robust to changes in imaging parameters in healthy subjects
and patients. Our study raises awareness that radiomic features
could be sensitive to expected nominal changes in sequence
parameters and the radiomic features should be interpreted
with caution. Future studies in integrating radiomics in cardiac
MR should take into account the sensitivity of the myocardial
radiomic features to image acquisition parameters, and the
ranges of changes in imaging parameters should be reported.
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